This paper addresses the problem of detecting keywords in unconstrained speech without explicit modeling of nonkeyword segments. The proposed algorithm is based on recent developments in confidence measures using local posterior probabilities, and searches for the segment maximizing the average observation posterior' along the most likely path in the hypothesized keyword model.' As known, this approach (sometimes referred to as sliding model method) requires a relaxation of the begin/endpoints of the Viterbi matching, as well as a time normalization of the resulting score, making dynamic programming sub-optimal or more complex (more computation and/or more memory).
INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the problem of keyword spotting (K WS) in unconstrained speech without explicit modeling of non-keyword segments (typically done by using filler HMM models or an ergodic HMM composed of context dependent or independent phone models without lexical constraints). Although several algorithms3 tackling this type of problem have already been proposed in the past, e.g., by using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [4] or Viterbi matching [ll] allowing relaxation of the (begin and endpoint) constraints, these are known to require the use of an "appropriate" normalization of the matching scores since segments of different lengths have then to be compared. However, given this normalization and the relaxation of begin/endpoints, straightforward DP is no longer optimal (or, ' This work was partly supported by the Swiss Federal Office of Education and Science (OFES) through the THISL European LTR project.
'The accumulated posterior divided by the length of the segment.
'It can be easily generalized to more complex matching scores. (81 3Sometimes referred t o as "sliding model methods". More recently, work in the field of confidence level, and in the framework of hybrid HMM/ANN systems, it was shown [l] that the use of accumulated local posterior probabilities (as obtained at the output of a multilayer perceptron) normalized by the length of the word segment (or, better, involving a double normalization over the number of phones and the number of acoustic frames in each phone) was yielding good confidence measures and good scores for the re-estimation of N-best hypotheses. Similar work, where this kind of confidence measure was compared to several alternative approaches, was reported in [lo] and confirmed this conclusion. However, so far, the evaluation of such confidence measures involved the estimation and rescoring of N-best hypotheses. Similar work and conclusions (also using N-best rescoring) were also reported in using likelihood ratio rescoring and non-keyword rejection [9] .
0-
In this paper, we will use a similar scoring technique for keyword spotting without explicit filler model. Compared to previously devised "sliding model" methods (such as [4, l l ] ) , the algorithm proposed here is based on:
1.
A matching score defined as the average observation posterior along the most likely state sequence. It is indeed believed that local posteriors (or likelihood ratios, as in [9] ) are more appropriate to the task.
2.
The iteration of a Viterbi decoding algorithm, which does not require scoring for all begin/endpoints or Nbest rescoring, and which can be proved to (quickly) converge to the "optimal"4 solution without requiring any specific filler models, using straightforward Viterbi alignments (similar to regular filler-based KWS, but at the cost of a few iterations).
4From the point of view of the chosen scoring functions. M 5 , we define (approximate) the log posterior of a model M given a subsequence X i as the average posterior probability along the optimal path, i.e.:
KWS WITHOUT FILLER MODELS
where For a specific sub-sequence Xi, expression (1) can easily be estimated by dynamic programming since the subsequence and the associated normalizing factor ( e -b + 1)
are given. However, in the case of keyword spotting, this expression should be estimated for all possible begin/endpoint pairs { b , e} (as well as for all possible word models), and we define the matching score of X on M as:
where the optimal begin/endpoints { b * , e*}, and the associated optimal path Q', are the ones yielding the lowest average local posterior:
Of course, in the case of several keywords, all possible models will have to be evaluated.
As shown in [l, 101, a double averaging involving the number of frames per phone and the number of phones will usually yield slightly better performance:
5Thus implicitly introducing the grammatical constraint that we have only one keyword, preceded and followed by a nonkeyword segment.
where J represents the number of phones in the hypothesized keyword model and q; the hypothesized phone qj for input frame zn.
However, given the time normalization and the relaxation of begin/endpoints, straightforward D P is no longer optimal and has to be adapted, usually involving more memory and CPU. A new (and simple) solution to this problem will be proposed in Section 4.
FILLER-BASED KWS
Although various solutions have been proposed towards the direct optimization of (2) as, e.g., in [4, 111, most of the keyword spotting approaches today prefer to preserve the optimality and simplicity of Viterbi DP by modeling the complete input [6] and explicitly [7] or implicitly [3] modeling non-keyword segments by using so called filler or garbage models as additional reference models. In this case, we assume that non-keyword segments are modeled by extraneous garbage models/states qG (and grammatical constraints ruling the possible keyword/non-keyword sequences).
In this paper, we will consider only the case of detecting one keyword per utterance at a time. In this case, the keyword spotting problem amounts at matching the whole-sequence Given some estimation of P ( q G l Z n ) (e.g., using probability density functions trained on non keyword utterances), the optimal path g* (and, consequently b* and e*) is then given by: -
= argmin{-logP(Q1X;)
V'i5EXT
which can be solved by straightforward DP (since all paths have the same length). The main problem of filler-based keyword spotting approaches is then to find ways t o best estimate P(qGIZn) in order to minimize the error introduced by the approximations. In [3], this value was defined as the average of the N best local scores while, in other approaches, this value is generated from explicit filler HMMs. However, these approaches will usually not lead to the "op timal" solution given by (2).
ITERATING VITERBI DECODING (IVD)'
In the following, we show that it is possible t o define an iterative process, referred to a s Iterating Viterbi Decod6Patent pending.
ing (IVD) with goodffast convergence properties, estimating the value of P(gGlz,) such that straightforward D P ( 5 ) yields exactly the same segmentation (and recognition results) than (3). While the same result could be achieved through a modified D P in which all possible combinations (all possible begin/endpoints) would be taken into account, it is possible to show that the algorithm proposed below is more efficient (in terms of both CPU and memory requirements). The IVD algorithm is based on the same criterion than the filler based approaches ( 5 ) , but rather than looking for explicit (and empirical) estimates of P(qGlz,) we aim at mathematically estimating its value (which will be different and adapted to each utterance) such that solving (5) is equivalent to solving (3). Thus, we perform an iterative estimation of P(qG Iz,) , such that the segmentation resulting of ( 5 ) is the same than what would be obtained from (3).
Defining E = -log P ( q G I Z n ) , the proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows: 1. Start from an initial value EO = E~, (e.g., with E equal with a cheap estimation of the score of a "match").
In the experiments reported below, E was initialized to -log of the maximum of the local probabilities P(qklzn) for each frame zn. An alternative choice could be to initialize EO to a pre-defined score that expression (1) should reach to declare a keyword "matching" (see point 4 below). In this last case, if E increases at the first iteration, then we can (as proven) directly infer that the match will be rejected, otherwise it will be accepted.
Given the current estimatezt of P(qGIz,) at iteration t , find the optimal path ( Q , , b t , e t ) according to ( 5 )
and matching the complete input.
3. Update (t = t + l ) the estimated value of E t , defined as the average of the local posteriors along the optimal path Qt (matching the Xtt* resulting of (5) on the keyword model) i.e.:
4. Return to (2) and iterate until convergence. If we are not interested in the optimal segmentation, this process could also be stopped as soon as E reaches a (pre-defined) minimum threshold below which we can declare that a keyword has been detected.
Convergence proof of this process and generalization to other criteria, are given in [8] : each IVD iteration (from the second iteration) will decrease the value of E t , and the final path yields the same solution than (3). [8] , it is actually proven that the iterative process presented here will always converge to the same solution (in more or less cycles, with the worst cme upper bound of N iterations) independently of this initialization.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
for training an artificial neural network (multilayer perceptron) to generate local (context-independent) phone posterior probabilities. 242 utterances (with a 2,300 word lexicon), from which 100 keywords were selected at random, were used for testing. These keywords were simply represented by simple hybrid HMM/ANN models [2] based on context-independent phones. The resulting ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve, using IVD to estimate (2), is presented in Figure 1 and shows good performance compared to similar experiments [3], although no parameters (such as keyword entrance penalties) were tuned to optimize performance. For computing the segmentation, 3 to 5 iterations were needed. If the segmentation is not needed, the "matching" decision can be taken with only one iteration as described in the initialization step of the algorithm.
For comparison, the ROC curve obtained (for the same keywords and test sentences) with criterion (4), involving a double normalization, is reported in Figure 2 . As also reported for confidence measure rescoring [l] , this measures is yielding even better KWS performance.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have thus proposed a new method for keyword spotting, based on recent advances in confidence measures, using local posterior probabilities, but without requiring the explicit use of filler models.
A new algorithm, referred to as Iterating Viterbi Decoding (IVD) , to solve the above optimization problem with a simple DP process (not requiring to store pointers and scores for all possible ending and start times), at the cost of a few iterations.
While the proposed approach allows for an easy generalization to more complex criteria, preliminary results obtained on the basis of 100 keywords (and without any spe- cific tuning) appear to be particularly competitive to other alternative approaches.
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